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INTRODUCTION Issues of     longitudinal      and    transversal

The article deals with the longitudinal and transversal considered   at    steady    state   mode  with low-speed,
stability of wheeled and  crawler  tractors  on  mode of the is the most typical for conditions of operating of
steady low-speed, that is typical for most operating skidders.
conditions of skidders. The author gives the First  of all    let’s    consider   skidding  wheel
recommendations to manufacturers to improve the tractor. Usually when designing a new machine, it is
maneuverability of wheeled and tracked vehicles and necessary  previously  install the angles of the
provides operational guidance to avoid over uneven load longitudinal   ( )   and   transverse ( )  static
wheel trucks with articulating joined frame. stability,   angle    of    slide    and    determine  these

Stability of wheeled skids and caterpillar   tractors   is angles in the process of moving of a machine with a
ability of machines to resist external forces that cause cargo.
deviation from the direction of motion  or  equilibrium Static angles of longitudinal and transverse stability
position (roll, pitch, etc.) and to return to the original can be found on the dependence, given in the technical
mode of movement (equilibrium position) after the literature [1].
termination of these forces. Stability of wheel (caterpillar)
machines is defined by wheelbase, track of wheels, Angles of longitudinal stability:
disposition of the center of gravity, traction of wheels,
road conditions and profile and other parameters. For empty machine

Bad choice of coordinates of the center of gravity or
points of application of technological forces during the
design process of machine in conditions of its operation (1)
can lead to loss of control or stability and, in the worst
case to an accident. Poor handling and lack of for machine with a cargo
sustainability require limitation of speeds and payloads
on the transport system, which will eventually lead to (2)
degradation of performance.

It is known that the operation of transport machines
goes by uncomfortable transportation routes with The limit angle of transverse static stability is:
significant   longitudinal   (up   to  20°)  and  transversal
(up to 15°) slopes, by cutting area with different soil
conditions and very different haul loads. All this causes (3)
a dramatic change in the resistance to motion forces, load
of navigation systems, distribution of loads between axles Note. In the calculation formulas (1-3) acting forces
(wheels) that affect the driving safety. and their shoulders correspond to Figure 1.

stability  of  wheeled  and  crawler tractors were
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Fig. 1: Design scheme of evaluation of longitudinal stability of the wheel tractor
G – weight of tractor in working conditions; Q  – weight of  cargo,  placed  on  machine; Q  –  weight of1 2

overweight; P  – tangential traction force; P  – hook traction force; P  – force of resistance to moving of machine;K kp f

Z , Z  – normal  reactions  on  wheels  of machine; Z   –  dynamic  reaction  of  the  support surface; f –1 2 1

coefficient  of  rolling resistance of machine; f  – coefficient of resistance to slip of overweight;  – coefficient2

of traction;  – road gradient;  – angle between P  and area of bearing; L – base of machine; B – gauge; R –kp y

dynamic radius of drive wheels; Rq – radius of bearing rollers; x – coordinate of the center of dynamic movement;
a, b, h – coordinates the application of forces G, Q , P ; V – speed of tractor.1 kp

The most severe conditions of provision of longitudinal stability arise when tractor with a cargo moves on the rise,
when the moments from the forces of resistance to movement M , M  and hook traction force P  will cause furtherf1 f2 kp

redistribution of the axle loads. Design scheme for the evaluation of longitudinal stability of the wheel tractor is shown
in Figure 1.

Let’s make the equation of equilibrium of the point of contact of back wheels with the road (point A)

(4)

Moments of forces of rolling resistance are equal to the multiplication of the normal reactions of soil on the
coefficient of rolling resistance of tractor f  and radius of the wheels R , that is:1 y

(5)

(6)

Substituting the values of the moments of forces of rolling resistance and P  into the equation (6.4) andkp

transforming it, we obtain

(7)

where ;
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The marginal stability will come when the reaction to the front bridge Z  will be zero. In (7) equate Z  to zero and1 1

termwise divide the right side on cos . The equation obtained after the conversion allows calculate the marginal angle
of stability of moving tractor.

(8)

Possibilities of movement of transport machine on limit climbs are limited by engine power (value of the most traction
force on the engine) and the force of traction of engine with the support surface. The last factor becomes important
because the coefficient of traction of wheel vehicles in forested locations is usually somewhat less than that of tracked
vehicles.

Let’s derive relations for calculating the margin rises limited by engine power  or traction conditions .N

Let’s consider the most tangential traction of tractor by engine as P  and the total force of resistance to movementk

of transport system P .
Considering the mode of steady low-speed movement we can establish that

Angle  of wheeled machines is typically less than 10°, so the value of cos  with known error can be accepted
cos 1. Then, replacing P  with the value from (6), we obtainkp

(9)

The condition of margin equilibrium on the largest rise can be written as

or

(10)
In the resulting equation we denote

(11)

Making the substitution of variables taken into equation (10) and converting it, we get

(12)

The solution of equation (12) gives the following formula for the determination of the maximum lifting limited by
capacity of engine

(13)

In the case, when the tractor’s engine is installed with a large power margin, limitation of movement can occur due
to lack of traction. Condition of restriction of movement by strength of traction of an engine with the support surface
is
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Fig. 6.2: Scheme of movement of machine with articulating joined frame
T – center of gravity;  – width of the reference circuit;  – angle of turnation of frame; O - instantaneousOÊ

center of turnation;  – offset of center of gravity of tractor concerning middle line of reference circuit.

(14)

where P  – traction force, equal P  = (G + Q )  cos .1

Equation (14), taking into account replacement P  can be represented in such form:

Let’s divide both sides of the equation by cos  and replace P  by the value from (11). Thenf

Maximum lift limited by traction forces of engine with the road will be

(15)

It should be noted that the expressions (13) and (15) are suitable for determining the limit angles for tracked
machines. When wheel tractor with articulating joined frame drives on straight sections, margin angles of longitudinal
and transversal stability are established by the dependencies determined above. When wheel tractor drives on a curve,
when half-frames deployed relative to each other, center of gravity of the machine in transverse direction shifts, that
accordingly reduces the stability margin.

Let’s consider the mode of movement of machine with articulating joined frame on the horizontal section of the route
with a low steady speed on a curve with radius R (Figure 2). In the derivation of the formulas we accepted the assumption
that centrifugal forces acting on the tractor, balanced by transverse component of hook traction.
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Figure 2 shows that rotation of half-frame deployed relative to one another at angle , instantaneous center of
rotation is at the point O. From the scheme follows that

(16)

In straight moving the width of the supported circuit B  is equal to the width of the track: B  = B.ok ok

While moving on a curve the width of supported circuit decreases and the is  because of the reversal

of the beams of bridges.
During the “fracture” of the frame on the curve center of gravity of the tractor shifts relative to the middle line of

the reference circuit in the value  to outside wheels, that reduces stability margin.

As a criterion of evaluation of the stock of safety we take the coefficient of stock of safety , which is the ratioy

(17)

From Figure 6.2 and formula (17) we see that in rectilinear motion B = 0, K  = 1; when driving on the curve B >y

0, L  < 1, and during the increase of radius of rotation coefficient of stock of safety decreases, tending in the limit to zero.y

Taking into equation (17) the condition of margin transversal stability is denoted by the dependence:

(18)

Substituting the value  from (6.16) to the formula (6.18) and converting it, we get

(19)

Analysis of equation (19) shows that for increase of maneuverability of wheeled and tracked machines (reduction
of turning radius) it is advantageous to design them with a short wheelbase and locate center of gravity of machine
closer to the machine axes.

An example is the graph of change of coefficient of stock of safety K  for wheel tractor with various correlation ofy

parameters  B  L. The data is calculated based on the formula (17). Gauge is the reference value. The other parameters
are taken equal to  2,0;  0,057.

Figure 3 shows that as the turning radius is less than the safety factor is significantly reduced. On the curves of the
same radius tractor with a short base is more stable than longbase.

Oncoming of center of gravity of machine to bridge (decrease ) improves the coefficient of stock of safety on

short-base machines greater than longbase.
From the point of view of traffic safety of wheel machines with articulating joined frame the minimum turning radius

should be structurally limited by value R  3B.min

Figure 4 shows design scheme for determining of estimated load on wheels of one axle. In straight moving center
of gravity and thus the load Z is applied to the middle of the track and .
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Fig. 3: Dependence of coefficient of stock of safety from turning radius

Fig. 4: Design model to determine loads of wheels

Driving  on  the  curve  center  of  gravity shifts to the outside wheel on the value B, increasing its load. In this
case,

(20)

and the coefficient of uneven loads is

Usually  1,5 is considered valid for wheeled vehicles.H

Substituting this value into equation (20), we obtain

(21)
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Fig. 5: Design model of determination of longitudinal stability of a tracked machine

Emitted wheeled machines have constructive resolution a/B = 0,4 + 0,6. Taking it equal 0.5 by the formula (21) we
find that for such machines .

Assuming value  valid of the cornering, minimum radius in this case is Rmin = 2,9B.
Thus, the calculations confirmed, to avoid excessive uneven load of wheels minimum turning radius of tractors with

articulating joined frame should be less than triple width of the track.
For determining the stability of tracked machines with balancing suspension the following parameters are usually

determined:

The angles of the longitudinal and transverse statistical stability, angle of sliding for empty and loaded machines.
The margin angle of longitudinal stability with rated load in harsh conditions.
Coordinate of the center of the dynamic pressure – x .

All machines have tracked counterweight suspension (Figure 5), whereby there points of tilting are not back and
front edges (points A and D) of the support part of track but points of connection with the body sliders (points B and
C). In practice of design this feature is rarely taken into account and all the indicators are calculated assuming that the
rollers are rigidly secured to the frame. It is necessary to find out how the values of the calculated angles to the
longitudinal stability changes under this assumption.

Design model of a tracked machine of determination of angles of longitudinal stability is shown in Figure 5. Reaching
equilibrium equation of empty and stationary machine with the rear bearing housing (point 3), we get:

where G' –weight of machine minus force of weight of rear carriages.
From this equation the greatest angle of longitudinal statistical stability of the machine on the rise is

(22)

After spending the similar calculation for machine with a cargo, we get

(23)
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Considering the mode of steady movement of loaded machine on the rise, we compute the greatest angle of
longitudinal stability during the moving, believing that limiting condition occurs when sum of all external forces applied
to machine will be zero. Any resistance torque (P h  / 2) is neglected due to its low value and the moment force of theh 0

dynamic response of the soil Z (x  – 1) = 0, so as x  = 1.
For our case the equilibrium equation is

In the resulting equation we replace the hook block traction with the value from equation (6.6). After a series of
substitutions and transformations we obtain

(24)

Assessing the stability of tracked machines we received the following formula for calculation of margin angles of
machines with rigid mounting of rollers:

(25)

moving with a cargo

(26)

Computer calculations showed that an overstatement of static and understatement of dynamic angle of longitudinal
stability in the range 3.5... 5%, that is within the accuracy of the technical calculations.

Consequently, assessment of the stability of crawler tractors can be made with the use of simplified formulas
obtained for machines with rigid mounting of rollers. In order to reduce the resistance to movement of load between the
road wheels on the length tracks should be equally distributed and the coordinate of the center of the dynamic pressure
should be equal to half of the length of the reference track: x  L / 2.

This can be achieved if the center of gravity of the empty or crawler will be shifted forward from the middle of the
track. Let’s determine the value of required offset of center of gravity, considering the motion of the crawler tractor on
horizontal ground (Figure 6). The value of drag resistance P  is neglected because of the small size.H

Let’s make equation of equilibrium according to point A:

From where

(27)
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Fig. 6.6: Calculation scheme for determination of the value of displacement of the center of gravity of the tractor

The value of dynamic response of soil is

(28)

For optimal load distribution x  = L / 2. Substituting this value into equation (27) and substituting z  by the value
from (28) we transform it into the form:

or

(29)

In equation (29) values in parentheses are offset along the base points of application of forces G, Q  P .1 kp

We designate b – L / 2 = e  L / 2 – br = e .
Then equation (29) can be rewritten as

A required displacement of the center of gravity is:
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